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The aim to increase social interaction and mobilaims to combine themes of 
environment energy sustainability and climate changes with different cultures and to 
find new solutions to our world’s problems where whole life exists but not just being 
aware of them 
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Dear PARTICIPANT, 

Thank you once again for applying on our youth exchange. We are more than happy, 

that nowadays there are so many interested young people, who are ready to learn, to develop 

and to be a volunteer. We hope we will spend an outstanding week together with lots of fun. 

This info pack will provide you with the necessary information that you might need before 

arriving to the training course to Istanbul, Turkey the town where we will meet, and where we 

will run the youth exchange. We provide you with useful details on travelling arrangements, 

accommodation, and some general information on the area you will stay. 

If you have further questions, do not hesitate to contact us! 

For Emergency contact 

Said Türksever +905542835191 

Görkem Uzun +905307753221 

 

About Youth Exchange  

Themes of the Envision: 

The world that we live on belong to all people. Because of this, each issue about world bear 

on all people. In Envision that we take the road with this viewpoint; we will have been talking 

topics that are climate change, environmental pollution, e-water, alternative energy, 

sustainable energy, the environmental impact of cultures, recycling etc. In this way we aim to 

be conscious better. 

 

The overall aim of the Envision: 

Seminar aims to combine themes of environment energy sustainability and climate changes 

with different cultures and to find new solutions to our world’s problems where whole life exists 

but not just being aware of them. This purpose will help us perform cultural integration more 

peacefully and sincere by giving the message that all human beings live under the same roof 

and they share fine same problems. 

 

The methodology of the Envision: 

Project will endure for eight days and two days of it will occur in gorgeous green sites of 

historical YTU Davutpasa Campus. Activities like recycling exhibitions, slowest bicycle race, fruit  
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treats, study groups, theatre etc. will take place. Another day of the Project will be dedicated 

to sportive activities, bicycle tours in order to reduce carbon emission and remind us the place 

of bicycle in our lives. Hiking and caring for animals will take place in Heybeliada. In the other 

days presentations will be made about climate changes, alternative energy, ecology, sports, 

about nature on papers of A2 size which are made by recycling, Also some study groups may 

be formed through dance, music and activities. 

 

 

Coordinator Organization 

This project will implement by YILDIZ TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY ECO-CLUB(YTUCEV) The Club has 

been working at Yıldız Technical University which aims that finding solutions to problems by 

industry in the process of sustainable development, social and environmental dimensions by 

analyzing. 

YTUCEV includes large member profile by departments like Environmental Engineering, Civil 

Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Chemical 

Engineering, Geomatics Engineering, Statistics and Physics. Our members have different 

perspectives we're carrying out various projects and organizing activities about environmental 

issues and energy. 

We intend to environment, ecology, wildlife protection and improvement, increasing 

environmental sensitivity, to wake-up of environmental awareness, guidance of voluntary 

activities,  development of environment-friendly technologies, formation and leading the 

project that made taking into consideration the environmental benefits as organize activities 

and projects that provided interests of members and / or on the arms they are attending 

vocational options for integrating environmentally sound manner, as well as see the latest 

developments and applications in place to step under the guidance of experts in the field to 

record. 

 

Web: www.ytucev.com/ 

Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/ytucev 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ytucev.com/
http://www.facebook.com/ytucev
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Participants 

We invited” participants from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Croatia, Germany, Lithuania, Italy, Ukraine, 

and Turkey. All participants are active youth or volunteers and aged between 18 and 25. We 

expect all participants to be able to work in English and actively participate in the entire 

program. 

The weather 

The average high is 20 C˚, and low average 12.1 C˚ in May, 

so prepare yourselves, for this climate. Later we will send you the 

weather forecast, so you can organize your clothes. 

 

 

 

About Istanbul 

Istanbul is the largest city in 

Turkey, constituting the country's 

economic, cultural, and historical 

heart, though not its capital. With a 

population of 14.1 million, the city 

forms one of the largest urban 

agglomerations in Europe and is the 

second-largest city in the world by 

population within city limits. Istanbul's 

vast area of 5,343 square kilometers (2,063 sq mi) is coterminous with Istanbul Province, of which 

the city is the administrative capital. Istanbul is a transcontinental city, straddling the Bosphorus 

one of the world's busiest waterways in northwestern Turkey, between the Sea of Marmara and 

the Black Sea. Its commercial and historical center lies in Europe, while a third of its population 

lives in Asia 

Month Apr May 

Record high °C 33.6 34.2 

Average high °C 15.3 20.0 

Daily mean °C 11.0 15.6 

Average low °C 7.7 12.1 

Record low °C −1.4 3.0 
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http://wikitravel.org/en/Istanbul 

Now what should you do? 

Step1: Apply 

You have to contact your country NGO and you have to apply here. We will criticize you. If 

Sender and Coordinator NGO agree on you, you will be participant 

Link to Apply: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1v7icHxm6YzBVqreRoaJJw0W8Wl9suqjsTsAzpM65-K0/viewform 

Step2: Travel Plan 

If you are selected, you can plan your trip as soon as possible  

 

1. Firstly check your Limit From table. (Up to these limit we can cover your travel cost for 

per person) 

 

 

2. You can buy ticket economy or 2.class ticket. 

 

Attention: First class or business tickets will not be reimbursement. Taxi invoices will not be 

reimbursement 

 

 

3. You need to plan to your travel. 

 

Countries Armenia Azerbaijan Croatia Germany Ukraine Italy Lithuania 

Per Person 

Maximum 

Limits in Euro 

170 170 170 170 170 170 275 

http://wikitravel.org/en/Istanbul
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Useful links:  www.skyscanner.com , www.flypgs.com, www.easyjet.com, 

www.sunexpress.com, 

www.rome2rio.com, 

Useful tip: if you change country in skyscanner.com you can find different ways and different 

prices. 

 

 

 

4. You have to buy your travel ticket as soon as possible. You have to write details of this 

document in online and you have to send your e-ticket create.accessible.map@gmail.com..  

Email subject is “Your country”-“your name”- “From,To” 

 

 

Step3: What should you bring? 

Here is a list of important things that you should bring with yourself to the 

training course: 

1) Your Passport 

2) All Ticket, invoice and bills of travel. Please print out your all e-ticket. 

3) Boarding Passes of Your travel 

4) Your Country’s Flag 

5) Traditional foods and Drinks 

6) Representative materials about Your sending organization 

7) If you have any health problem or allergies, please bring your medicine. 

 

Attention: If you will not bring your travel document, we can’t  reimbursement  your travel 

cost 

We will organize an intercultural evening, where You are supposed to share some of Your 

local specialties with the other participants. 

1 EXAMPLE OF BOARDİNG 

PASS 

http://www.skyscanner.com/
http://www.flypgs.com/
http://www.easyjet.com/
http://www.sunexpress.com/
http://www.rome2rio.com/
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Important Information 

Turkey’s official currency is Turkish lira (TRY). One Euro is approximately 2.8 lira. 

We will send info about direction to project place before you arrive. 

If you will have any difficulties in organizing your trip, let us know, and we will gladly help you. 

 

Finance 

The food and accommodation will be provided and paid by the coordinator. 

 

For that we ask you to save all documents (ORIGINAL tickets, boarding passes, invoices or bills 

with the ticket price) which are related to Your travel, the documentation background is 

obligatory for reimbursement. We kindly ask you to buy all the tickets for the travel for both 

directions – return tickets (plane tickets, train tickets, bus tickets and etc.), because we will be 

able to reimburse only REAL EXPENSES (made expenses). 

 

We will not refund any travel costs done by car and Taxi. 

 

Participant must travel from country of sending organization, and back. Following the 

guidelines of the Erasmus+ programme the travel back must be realized by the participants on 

direct way within maximum 3 days. (You can arrive in Turkey up to 3 days in advance and 

leave up to 3 days later. Stay for an additional day is not covered from project budget.) 

 

In case of longer stays or indirect travelling (holiday travel etc.) there is no chance of 

reimbursement of travel costs. Missing tickets will not be reimbursed. 

There are travel limits connected with your travel: 

The table below shows how much money we can reimburse maximum per country per person 

from the travel costs. 

So, we ask all the participants to send their tickets and invoices to us by regular mail after the 

training course, within two weeks. 
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Participation Fee is 20 Eur. 

Support Foundation: 

The European Commission, the European Parliament and the Member States of the European 

Union have agreed to establish the Erasmus+ programme, which puts into effect the legal 

framework to support non-formal learning activities for young people. 


